
I T ’ S N O T S U R P R I S I N G that at a con-
ference of industry leaders, leadership
itself was on many people’s minds.

Leadership, several speakers contended,
will be an especially significant area of the
industry in the coming years.

“It is one of the challenges that we have
over the next decade—bringing leaders into
our industry, developing them through our
programs, not only in the industry but in the
NRC [Nuclear Regulatory Commission],”
said Marvin Fertel, the Nuclear Energy In-
stitute’s chief nuclear officer, during the ple-
nary session of the very well-attended ANS
Utility Working Conference, held August
3–6 in an idyllic ocean-side resort in Amelia
Island, Fla. “We’re going to see a tremen-
dous turnover of people and we’re going to
lose a lot of experience and we’re going to
lose a lot of leaders. It is a major challenge
that we face over the next decade.”

The following day, Don Price, who
works for Chicago-based Navigant Con-
sulting, noted the differences he has seen
emerge in industry leadership over the past
two decades. “One of the biggest changes
that I’ve seen over the years in the industry
has been the emergence of, the more em-
phasis on, better leadership. If we think
back 20 years, there were plant managers
and chief nuclear officers, who aren’t here
now, who really weren’t very good people
persons or managers,” Price said. “And
I’ve seen [recently] what I think of as the
better managers, the ones who have risen
to the top over that time. I think that’s part
of the reason that performance is better,
that INPO [Institute of Nuclear Power Op-
erations] index numbers have been getting
better.”

Almost a year-and-a-half later, however,
the industry still remains shaken by the
March 2002 Davis-Besse incident, in which
boric acid was found to have corroded a
softball-sized pit in the reactor vessel head,
leading to the kinds of loss of public confi-
dence and extended shutdowns the indus-
try had hoped were in its rearview mirror.
Many speakers, one way or another,
touched on the experience.

“The question I get asked probably more
than anything else is, ‘Do we have to wor-
ry about other Davis-Besses out there? Are
there issues that are going to crop up that

are going to lead to extended shutdowns of
a unit and the kind of residual credit uncer-
tainty that we’ve seen for FirstEnergy,
based upon the extended outage for Davis-
Besse?’” noted onetime NRC commission-
er James Asselstine, who now works for the
financial firm Lehman Brothers.

But the allure of possible construction of
new nuclear power plants in the coming
years was foremost on the minds of speak-
ers at the meeting. There was optimism, but
it was guarded, cautious optimism.

“You really have to have realistic expec-
tations,” Fertel cautioned. “It’s a business
decision. It’s not a religious experience.
Companies are going to make business de-
cisions on new plants. What we need to do
is make sure that the conditions are right to
facilitate those business conditions. We
think we’re getting there. But they’re not
going to happen overnight.”

In all, there were 25 sessions during the
conference. There were specialized tracks
for business, engineering, maintenance, op-
erations, regulatory relations, and supply
chains. Following are some of the high-
lights from the three-day conference.

10 years past, beyond
Marvin Fertel’s perspective on the past

10 years of the nuclear industry focused on
two parts: 1993–1998 and 1998–2003. In

those first five years,
senior management
at utility companies
was more experi-
enced than it is now.
The CEOs in almost
all of the large utili-
ties had come up
through the ranks of
the nuclear pro-
grams, Fertel said.
“The chief nuclear

officers moving up had a lot of experience
and were pretty dynamic guys. We saw a
lot of attention at nuclear plants to senior
management,” Fertel said.

There was also a swing toward improved
performance at many plants, although there
was still much work to be done. Coming
into 1993, there were seven plants on the
NRC watch list, Fertel said. And the
1993–98 period saw more than a dozen
plants shut down for over a year, he noted.

In the electricity business, the industry
began moving from government regulation
to competition. The 1992 Energy Policy
Act resulted in wholesale competition in
electricity markets across the country. Led
by California and Michigan, states began
moving toward retail competition. “It was
pretty chaotic. What it did was it started to
help nuclear plants, but really almost set up
a dysfunctional electricity market for us that
we live in today,” Fertel said.

But in the mid-1990s, Fertel said he
didn’t share the rampant concerns about
shutdowns because of large stranded costs.
On the contrary, plants without large
stranded costs were in most danger of shut-
ting down. “From a business standpoint, if
I have $5 billion invested in a plant and had
to write $4 billion off in order to keep the
plant operating competitively, would I then
shut the plant down? That doesn’t seem to
make sense—I just wrote off $4 billion. The
company may go bankrupt. If I were the
CEO I might get fired. But the plant
wouldn’t shut down.

“The plants we thought were at risk dur-
ing that period were the small plants that
didn’t have a lot of stranded costs, where a
CEO may decide, ‘I don’t need a headache
of a nuclear plant. I’d rather get rid of it and
shut it down so I don’t have to write a lot
off. . . .’

“So, we thought the paradigm was a lit-
tle messed up in the way that people were
attacking nuclear at the time. It didn’t both-
er us because they were shooting at the
wrong target. We knew the plants with the
large stranded costs would survive if not
treated fairly. And, ultimately, most of them
have been treated pretty fairly.”

An especially significant area of the
nuclear industry in the coming years is
bringing in and developing new leaders.
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In 1998–2003, “things got a lot better,”
Fertel said. This period has been experi-
encing a shift to a more more risk-informed,
performance-based, safety-focused regula-
tory process. “It has, in essence, allowed for
the consolidation we’ve seen in the nuclear
industry,” Fertel said. “I’m not convinced
we would have seen companies buying
plants . . . if they thought the oversight
process was still susceptible to watch-list,
troubled-plant behavior. There was just too
much uncertainty, too much risk for com-
panies to make those decisions.”

There has been an upswing in financial
community confidence in the nuclear in-
dustry in the past five years, Fertel said, ow-
ing chiefly to the safe and reliable operation
of nuclear power plants during this period.
But that confidence remains fragile, he em-
phasized. “I can tell you that after the
Davis-Besse event, we spent the next two
to three weeks in conference calls with the
financial community—calls that had 150
people on them—trying to explain to them
the significance of that event, its implica-
tions for other events, and what we thought
happened, what NRC was doing to assess
the situation, what the industry was doing
to assess the situation,” Fertel explained.

As far as the next 10 years, a portion of
the industry’s efforts should focus on
preparing for the next energy bill, which is
expected to be passed in a decade or so. It
will be important that the leaders in Con-
gress 10 years from now have a good un-
derstanding of the value and benefits of nu-
clear energy, Fertel said.

He said he believes there will be an in-
creased focus on climate change and air
pollution mitigation in the coming decade.
With more stringent requirements on car-
bon emissions, the nuclear power industry
may be able to reap some rewards. “It’s go-
ing to actually change for the better for nu-
clear by either increasing the cost of our
competition or allowing us to play in that
arena in a way that we can be more con-
structive,” Fertel said.

The most important objective for the in-
dustry, however, is to continue safe and re-
liable operation, Fertel said. “The one thing
to keep in mind is that as you reach your
plateau of excellence, the only thing you can
do is fall off. You have to really focus to stay
there. And maybe it’s not fair. But in the in-
dustry we work in, the environment we live
in, any drop-off in our performance has
more significant implications for us than
maybe it should. . . . So, maintaining focus
on safe, reliable operation is absolutely the
most important thing we can do.”

Creating investor confidence
Nuclear power has a positive role to play

in the more volatile, competitive market-
places that are emerging today, said James
Asselstine, director of high-grade credit re-
search at Lehman Brothers, during the ple-

nary session. Although the experiences of
the 1980s and 1990s taught investors to be
wary of the nuclear industry, more recent-
ly investors have come to realize that nu-
clear units can be attractive and valuable as-
sets as the industry moves toward a more
competitive marketplace across the coun-
try, he said.

The nuclear industry’s restructuring ef-
forts over the last decade or so are among
the leading factors affecting why investors
perceive the industry in a more positive
light. Among the benefits of the transition to
competition has been the quieting of con-
cerns over stranded-cost recovery. “I think
most of those issues have really been put to
rest at this point. The utilities have fared
well in their ability to recover stranded
costs for the nuclear units,” he said. Also,
more than one-third of the industry-wide
$40–45 billion decommissioning costs have
already been collected in the period of reg-
ulated operations, and incremental recov-
ery of the remaining decommissioning
costs have been passed on to ratepayers,
Asselstine noted. And the business realities
of a competitive marketplace have driven
the extensive consolidation the industry has
undergone in recent years, which has led to
greater economies of scale and greater abil-
ity to capture the operating strengths and
strategies of stronger performers within the
industry. “We [the financial community]
tend to believe that larger organizations
may be better equipped and better staffed
to cope with individual plant challenges if
and when they occur,” he said.

Nuclear power enjoys a number of ad-
vantages compared to its competitors. Low
and stable costs have characterized the in-
dustry in recent years. Nuclear is also a rel-
atively clean technology compared to fossil
fuels, and so is not subject to uncertainties
about new environmental cost require-
ments. And many nuclear units are in re-
gions where they are needed to maintain re-
liability of the electricity grid. “My take on
the economics for a well-run single nuclear
unit is about 2 to 2.2 cents per kilowatt-
hour, total,” Asselstine said. “And large
multiunit sites appear to be able to do bet-
ter than that. That makes nuclear quite com-
petitive, in terms of the existing assets on a
variable cost basis, with other alternatives,
including both coal and combined-cycle
natural gas.”

Nonetheless, there are some serious is-
sues that investors remain concerned about.
Foremost, on the heels of the Davis-Besse
incident, is the question of material condi-
tion. Asselstine stressed that continued vig-
ilance of material condition issues is of
“critical importance” to maintaining the
positive investor sentiment that the plants
have today. Also, spurred by the contro-
versies surrounding Indian Point station in
New York, investors have questioned
whether emergency preparedness may

prove to be a new uncertainty for plants.
“We’re all watching the events as they’ve
unfolded, both at the state level and more
recently at the NRC and FEMA [Federal
Emergency Management Agency], to de-
termine whether we are going to see some
additional or incremental uncertainty,” he
said. And continuing plant security con-
cerns have investors wondering whether
there may be an unforeseen steep rise in
costs at some point in the future, he noted.

For the financial community to invest in
new nuclear power plants, they simply must
be competitive with the alternatives. Com-
mitments to new nuclear plants will be
“purely and simply” a business decision,
Asselstine emphasized, and the plants must
make economic sense compared to the al-
ternatives. A new nuclear power plant will
have to be delivered at around $1100 per
kilowatt if it’s going to compete with com-
bined-cycle gas, which typically costs about
half as much, he said.

But the industry’s ability to provide as-
surance for a predictable cost and sched-
ule—that at the end of the day, it can deliv-
er a plant at $1100 per kilowatt—is a key
issue in turning new plant construction into
an attractive investment. And proving that
the new, largely unverified licensing
process is viable will also add to the attrac-
tion of building a new plant. “The big area
of residual uncertainty really is the com-
bined operating license. And that’s where
investors, given the experience of the
’80s—and quite frankly the companies as
well—have the greatest concern and anxi-
ety: the ability of the licensing process to
introduce delays in operation of the plant
once construction is completed. And that
uncertainty will exist until we work through
the first few applications,” Asselstine said.

Generation IV technologies
When President Bush and his staff began

to formulate what would be the National
Energy Policy, nuclear power was not seen
as a major portion of the nation’s energy
mix, noted Bill Magwood, director of nu-
clear energy for the Department of Energy,
during the plenary session. (In a first of
sorts, Magwood gave his presentation by
telephone, after stormy weather on the East

Coast had canceled
numerous flights out
of Washington, D.C.
“It’s a pleasure to see
so many familiar
faces in the audience
today,” he quipped at
the opening of his
presentation.) But af-
ter noting that most
growth by 2025 was
scheduled to occur in

natural gas and coal industries, and that
electricity fuel imports would increase by
75 percent in that time, nuclear power began
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to play a greater role in the plan. By the time
the report was released in May 2001, it rec-
ommended expanding nuclear energy in the
United States as a major component of the
nation’s national energy policy. “It was
only after people began to look at the real-
ity of the situation—that we were on a
course to import more of our energy, on a
course to become more and more dependent
on natural gas—that nuclear really became
an important element of this,” Magwood
said.

So it is crucial not only to maintain the
existing plants, which have proven to be
safe and cost-effective, over the long term,
but to begin replacing them with new ad-
vanced light-water reactors, Magwood said.
The DOE’s Nuclear Power 2010 program
was undertaken with this objective in
mind—to begin building new ALWRs by
the turn of the decade.

And looking even further out, Generation
IV technologies will reach a stage in the
coming decades when they, too, can be-
come a reality. “We believe these can be de-
ployed as early as 2020, but more likely to-
ward 2025,” Magwood said. Working with
nine other countries, DOE has identified
several Generation IV systems that the in-
ternational community believes hold the
greatest promise and that are deployable by
2030.

The Department of Energy has divided
Generation IV technologies into two cate-
gories. The first, thermal neutron systems,
use advanced, high-burnup fuels and should
be available by 2020. One of these so-called
Gen IV-A systems, called the Next Gener-

ation Nuclear Plant, will be based on very
high-temperature reactor technologies, with
a coolant outlet temperature above 1000 °C.
This will provide for highly efficient pro-
duction of hydrogen using thermochemical
water-cracking technology. “We’re very,
very interested in these technologies, and
we expect that this will be the cornerstone
of most of our effort over the next decade,”
Magwood said. There is currently a pro-
posal before the Senate to build a demon-
stration reactor in Idaho.

Another Gen IV-A system under consid-
eration is the high-temperature, high-pres-
sure Supercritical Water-Cooled Reactor,
which is generating more excitement in for-
eign partners, Magwood said. Although it
does not look dissimilar from many water-
cooled reactors in use today, the system pre-
sents significant materials challenges, he
said. “We think this could potentially be a
transition to Gen IV technology from ex-
isting technology that could be integrated
well into the existing fleet of reactors.”

The other, Gen IV-B reactors are based
on fast neutron systems and use prolifera-
tion-resistant, closed fuel cycles that will
help minimize the long-term stewardship
burden. These systems won’t be available
until around 2040, Magwood said. One ex-
ample is the Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor,
which could provide a way of both produc-
ing hydrogen in high-temperature reactors
and retaining the ability to recycle the ma-
terial in a fast-reactor fuel cycle, Magwood
said. “This is one that we in the U.S. don’t
have a great deal of experience in. But there
are some interesting aspects of the Gas-

Cooled Fast Reactor that we believe are
worth exploring.”

The Lead-Cooled Fast Reactor is anoth-
er Gen IV-B system. It offers the possibili-
ty of a very long-term core life, Magwood
noted. “Some of the initial estimates indi-
cate we could have core lives of up to 30
years if we design reactors in the right way.
So, the proliferation benefits to that are ob-
vious. It’s worth some exploration.”

For Generation IV technologies to be re-
alized, Magwood believes it is essential for
the United States to work with the interna-
tional community and provide leadership in
pulling the countries together.

In the meantime, the DOE is interested in
exploring a wide range of nuclear energy
production technologies, he concluded.
“We think there’s a role for both the nearer
term technologies, with thermal reactors,
particularly light-water reactors. But we
also think fast reactors have a role for the
future. And we expect to be working with
the international community to explore
those technologies.”

The go/no-go decision
During a session in the regulatory rela-

tions track, titled “Future Nuclear Power
Plants,” NEI senior director of new plant
deployment Ron Simard opened his talk on
the outlook for new nuclear power plants
by outlining some of the business risks of
building new plants. A CEO thinking about
building a new nuclear power plant is look-
ing at making a large capital investment—
$1 billion or $2 billion—that’s going to be
exposed for a fairly long period of time,
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Simard said. In order to get that money
back, the company will have to float debt
and issue stock, which will dilute the earn-
ings per share.

And, to say nothing of operational risks,
the construction risks are as yet undeter-
mined. “The technology is mature, but the
business environment is new and uncer-

tain,” Simard said.
The 103 plants that
are running today
were built in a cost-
of-service environ-
ment, where the cap-
ital investment was
recovered through a
rate base. “The rate
at which you recover
that capital . . . is
suitable for that type

of environment, but not for the new com-
petitive business environment that we’re
going into,” he said.

In essence, the perceived risk for con-
structing the next nuclear power plants
needs to be no greater than investing in the
alternatives, like combined-cycle plants,
Simard said. “As a matter of fact, it proba-
bly needs to be better. I’ve heard one CEO
say, ‘Well, if they were equal—if my risks,
my rate of return and all were the same—
on a new gas plant, why would I build nu-
clear? Why would I want that headache?’
So, we need to even beat that bogie.”

In order to encourage power companies
to build nuclear power plants, there must be
consistencies in the cost and construction
schedule of plants in order to give confi-
dence that they can be brought to market on
a predictable timetable. Several utilities and
the Department of Energy are currently
studying advanced construction techniques
to verify that three-year construction sched-
ules are achievable, Simard said. “The over-
arching objective that we’re trying to
achieve here is we’re trying to bring new
nuclear plants to market in something like
six years or less. In other words, that
amount of time where you first have to
make that significant commitment of capi-
tal [up to] the closing of the breakers, it
needs to be no worse than six years.”

Also, the new 10 CFR Part 52 licensing
process—which aims to resolve design
safety and site suitability issues before sig-
nificant amounts of capital are invested—
needs to be validated to make construction
of a new nuclear power plant attractive to
utility CEOs. That process is under way,
with the first early site permit applications
having been submitted by Entergy, Exelon,
and Dominion. Also, three reactor designs
have been certified by the NRC, with six
more being looked at, Simard said.

He emphasized that the NRC’s develop-
ment of efficient and predictable means of
verifying ITAAC (Inspections, Tests,
Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria) will go

a long way toward reassuring potential in-
vestors. Under Part 52, if the NRC has cer-
tified the safety of the design and estab-
lished the suitability of the site in a
combined license, then any postconstruc-
tion hearings can focus only on whether the
inspections, tests, and analyses have been
done and the acceptance criteria have been
met, Simard explained. “You’ll see a heavy
emphasis on ITAAC because this is really
the key to being able to assure the industry,
the financial community, the public that the
construction is a process that is not going
to raise the kind of fundamental questions
that we’ve run into in the past.”

Simard said NEI is working on a stan-
dardized guidance document for license ap-
plicants. The document will guide appli-
cants on what they
need to do to assem-
ble an application,
what the NRC is go-
ing to need to see,
and what resources
applicants are going
to need to file an ap-
plication. “The over-
all objective by the
end of next year [is]
to have in place revision zero of a stan-
dardized COL [combined operating license]
application guideline document, along with
pretty good cost and schedule estimates that
will feed into business decisions,” Simard
said.

“We’re looking ahead two to three years
from now. There are a handful of power
companies who are working toward being
able to make a go/no-go decision in that pe-
riod of time. So, our overarching objective
is to help them make that decision, to en-
able that decision by taking out as much un-
certainty and addressing as much risk as we
can.”

Sustaining plant performance
A 1998 study conducted on nuclear

plants that were placed in extended shut-
down found that one of the primary causes
was lack of critical self-assessment, noted
James Lash, general manager at FirstEner-

gy Nuclear Operat-
ing Corp.’s Beaver
Valley station, dur-
ing the session, “Op-
erational Learning in
a Success Environ-
ment.” “We own one
of those plants right
now, Davis-Besse.
Everybody knows
about it. And I had a
front-row seat during

the 1990s at that power plant. I can tell you
that’s a valid conclusion about what can get
you [into an extended shutdown].” Like-
wise, a 2001 assessment of plants consid-
ered excellent by the Institute of Nuclear

Power Operations found that those plants
made a habit of critical self-assessment,
Lash noted.

Establishing critical self-assessment atti-
tudes in workers is one of the key elements
of both improving and sustaining perfor-
mance at a nuclear plant, Lash said.

That was one of the objectives FENOC
had in mind when it first acquired Beaver
Valley station in an asset swap several years
ago. Because the previous owners were
looking to get rid of the plant, there was a
short-term focus on plant operations. The
facility had degraded somewhat, and the
backlogs were high. In 2000, the plant’s
maintenance training programs were placed
on probation. And, perhaps worst of all, the
station had not maintained its engagement

with the rest of the industry, Lash said. “My
boss would tell you this was the biggest
problem at the station at the time. He would
say, ‘Beaver Valley had become isolated.’
That is a problem, as we’ve learned many
times over—that when you do not keep
pace with the industry and do not keep an
eye on your peers, you fail to see where im-
provements need to be made in your own
station,” Lash explained.

“When I first set foot on the property, I
took an operator around and asked the man
who had been at the plant 23 years if he’d
ever been at another nuclear plant. The an-
swer was no. And he was representative of
a number of folks at our plant. We’ve
worked hard in the past few years to turn
that around.”

Plant management must engage the
workforce in order to sustain performance,
Lash said. Workers are the most critical tool
in identifying and improving plant perfor-
mance. “They’re much closer to [equip-
ment] than I am,” he said. “They’re out
there putting their hands on the equipment.
They’re using the work documents. They’re
using the drawings. They’re using the pro-
cedures. So, their feedback is extremely im-
portant.”

A questioning attitude, in which workers
“expect success, but anticipate failure,”
needs to be instilled, Lash said. Such an at-
titude can lead to a sense of ownership of
the plant among workers, as well as to in-
creased accountability. “I want everybody
that touches a power plant to be uneasy
about what they’re doing. Because if
they’re not uneasy, they’re probably com-
placent. They should be out there antici-
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pating failure and being prepared for what
could happen and what could happen
wrong,” he explained.

Perhaps the most important tool for im-
proving plant performance is worker train-
ing. “Our folks can’t help us improve in the
area of human performance, they can’t help
us improve our organizational aspects of
how we run our plants, if they haven’t been
adequately trained and given the skills,”
Lash said. “That goes without saying.
Training is good business because it enables
our folks to . . . feed back to us how well
we’re doing in a given area.”

Among the ways Beaver Valley has used
training programs, the plant negotiated with
the local International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers to tie advancement and pay
to training and qualifications. “So, that gets
their interest in wanting to advance their
training and knowledge,” Lash said. To
keep people fresh, the station rotates as-
signments between the line and the training
organization on a regular basis. And the sta-
tion makes good use of task-specific, just-
in-time training. “The operators ask for it—
not only the operators, the maintenance
guys ask for it. We replaced a . . . valve on
our RHR [residual heat removal] system in
the last refueling outage in Unit 1. [The
maintenance workers] wanted just-in-time
training on how to do that job. Our opera-
tors have done just-in-time training on how
to shut down and restore the unit to opera-
tion. And it has been a success for them,”
Lash said.

“Our workforce is our most important
tool for sustaining performance. In order to
improve human performance at our station,
we need to improve the performance of our
people. I think we all understand that.”

Transferring critical knowledge
In the same session, the Tennessee Val-

ley Authority’s manager of workforce
planning Ed Boyles outlined the compa-
ny’s program for maintaining the critical
skills for safe plant operation by transfer-
ring important knowledge from retiring
workers. Early in the summer, TVA won
HRMagazine’s Innovative Practice Award
for the program.

TVA—which employs more than 13 000
people (including 2900 nuclear-related
workers) and is the country’s largest public
power producer—has refined a technique
for measuring and retaining the knowledge
and skills of its workers. Through training
and development sessions and mentoring
opportunities, senior members share their
knowledge and skills with less-experienced
employees. According to HRMagazine, the
organization has been able to better retain
specialized knowledge and skills within its
workforce while promoting morale.

The first step in the process is the knowl-
edge-loss risk assessment, which is de-
signed to identify the positions and people

where the potential knowledge loss is great-
est. In quantifying the risk, the ratings in-
clude how close a worker is to retirement
and how critical their position is. The high-
est position-risk factor is a 5, which indi-
cates mission-critical knowledge. Such a
person may have knowledge that is either
undocumented or requires many years of
training and experience, and for whom no
replacement is immediately available.
Boyles referred to these workers as “gun-
slingers.” “These are our component spe-
cialists that we’re worried about. These are
our turbine specialists on-site. These are our
systems engineers. These are the people
that literally built the plants that we oper-
ate.” And a 4 rating, for instance, still indi-
cates critical knowledge and skills, but the
position may require less training or there
may be others who have the necessary ex-
perience to take it over. “What this does for
us is it quantifies, in a numerical fashion,
the risk of losing an individual,” Boyles
said.

The second step is to determine the best
approach for capturing the critical knowl-
edge. Skilled interviewers, known as elici-
tors, will sit down and have a discussion
with the high-priority employees. And they
produce a report that the employee eventu-
ally sees. “We have a very structured inter-
view process,” Boyles said. “The inter-
viewers are very important. These are
people who need to have a knack for doing
this work. They can make this go a lot eas-
ier.” Based on responses to the structured
interview questions, the organization then
determines how rare the knowledge is and
how difficult it would be to recover from
the loss of it as well as what it would cost.
They then identify options for retaining the
knowledge—such as writing a procedure,
making a checklist, or in some other way
codifying the knowledge.

The last step is simply keeping up-to-date
with anticipated employee attrition. “We go
back through the process because in today’s
economy—I hate to say this—but retire-
ment plans change for a lot of our employ-
ees. So, we try to stay with them, discuss
this with them, and keep that data as accu-
rate as possible.”

Precursors of disaster
History is a vast early-warning system,

Bill Corcoran told the audience in the ses-
sion, “Operations Lessons to be Learned
from a Near-Miss.” Corcoran is president
of Nuclear Safety Review Concepts, Inc.
(which carries the mission statement, “Sav-
ing lives, pain, assets, and careers through
thoughtful inquiry”). He described a type
of root-cause analysis that relies on exam-
ining precursors to the event.

A precursor, Corcoran explained, is a sit-
uation that has some, but usually not all, of
the ingredients of a highly undesirable sit-
uation. In other words, a precursor is a near-

miss. In Corcoran’s terms, the “Real Mc-
Coy” is the actual bad situation; in an equa-
tion, the Real McCoy would be equal to a
precursor plus exacerbating factors.

For example, for the Three Mile Island-
2 meltdown in 1979 (the Real McCoy), the
precursor was the similar problem of the pi-
lot-operated relief valve sticking open that
occurred at Davis-Besse in September
1977. The exacerbating factor was operator
error. “If they hadn’t run screaming out to
the parking lot we wouldn’t have had an
event,” Corcoran said.

So what keeps a precursor from becom-
ing a Real McCoy? Mitigating factors, Cor-
coran said—or, often enough, luck. If the
next occurrence of the precursor does not
include certain defenses, barriers, or miti-
gating factors, an adverse event will result.
“Ready to write this down? Luck is not a

robust barrier,” Cor-
coran reminded the
room. An example
was the avoidance of
a meltdown after the
complete loss-of-
feedwater incident at
Davis-Besse in 1985.
“The mitigation here
was heroic action us-
ing nonsafety-related
communicat ions .

The thing that saved the plant was one op-
erator who really knew what he was doing,
and the plant announcing system,” Corco-
ran said. “The announcing system—non-
safety-related communications—was what
kept them from having this embarrassing
situation.”

A third type of precursor occurs when
there are both the addition of exacerbating
factors and the removal of mitigating fac-
tors. The sinking of the Titanic can be seen
as a precursor to a greater accident, with the
loss-of-life doubled. “How many people
were lost on the Titanic? 1562. The reason
why it was 1562 and not double that was,
first of all, their policy on maiden voyages
was to only sell half the berths. So, they had
only half the passengers that they could
have had. And the mitigating factor was the
steamship Carpathia, which saved a lot of
people. So, if they had been sold out and if
the Carpathia had not been there, the loss of
life would have been double.”

A final type of precursor is actually a
Real McCoy from which the lesson wasn’t
learned—“the ones that really scare you,”
Corcoran said. If an adverse event is not ef-
fectively investigated, the causes of it may
continue to exist. For example, Corcoran
mentioned that a woman was recently acci-
dentally killed in a Connecticut hospital af-
ter having been given nitrous oxide instead
of oxygen. One week later, another woman
was killed in the same operating room and
in the same manner.
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Anecdotal evidence suggests that for
every consequential adverse event, one can
expect to see roughly 10 near-misses, Cor-
coran said. For every 10 near-misses, one
can expect 100 compromises, or events in
which protective barriers are missing. And
for every 100 compromises, one can expect
1000 infractions or deviations—cases in
which procedures aren’t being followed.

“In the wonderful world of foreign ma-
terial management, this is very easy to vi-
sualize. The consequentials are where you
wreck the turbine because you had foreign
material in the control oil system. The near-
misses are where you had the foreign ma-
terial in the control oil system, but some-
body noticed it and got it out before you had
any damage. The compromises were the
cases in which important parts of the control
oil system were left open or foreign mater-
ial–producing activities were conducted
near the control oil system, but none of it
got in. And infractions and deviations are
where people did not take into account for-
eign material management when they set up
the procedures and the work packages for
doing work on the control oil system.”

In general, compromises and infractions
indicate process weaknesses more than any-
thing else, while the consequentials and
near-misses point toward command ac-
countability issues, Corcoran said. “The
people who were responsible for leadership
decisions didn’t have the picture, or didn’t
do what they were supposed to do. This is
general, but it’s very reliable.”

Staffing vs. plant performance
Nuclear power plants may be able to re-

duce operations staffing without experienc-
ing adverse results, contended Don Price,
who works on organizational effectiveness
and design for Navigant Consulting, in the
session, “Operational Impact of Organiza-
tion Streamlining.” Price’s evidence for this
surprising conclusion included comparisons

of plants with INPO
index ratings to oper-
ations staffing levels,
as well as the results
of a recent informal
survey of a number
of chief nuclear offi-
cers. The key for nu-
clear stations, Price
emphasized, is main-
taining the staffing at
levels critical for un-

compromised plant performance. The prob-
lem is figuring out exactly where that
staffing threshold is.

By 2002, total staffing at nuclear power
plants had dropped 20 percent since 1998,
Price had found. During that same period
of time, operations staffing had been about
constant, seeing a small bump up in 2001
and bump down the following year.
“Shouldn’t be a surprise, I don’t think,”

Price said. “I travel around to a lot of plants,
interview a lot of managers. And essential-
ly what I find is there hasn’t been, over the
last five years, much change in operations
staffing compared to the decrease that
we’ve seen in total staffing.”

Also during this period, total costs have
decreased, partly because total staffing is a
large part of total costs. But, surprisingly,
plant performance has increased, both for the
top 10 percent performers and the median.

So, with total plant staffing having de-
creased, costs having decreased, and per-
formance having increased, the outlook is
good for nuclear power, Price said. But all
these changes have occurred with essen-
tially constant operations staffing. “There
continue to be cost pressures. Lots of orga-
nizations have cut [costs]. Operations has
pretty much been unscathed. Will that con-
tinue to happen? What may happen if this
occurs in operations?”

What would happen if operations staffing
decreases, Price wondered. Price did a
quick survey of a dozen or so chief nuclear
officers—representing both large and small
companies—and asked them what did they
think would happen to performance if op-
erations staffing decreased.

“The feedback, it surprised me, was fair-
ly consistent. I was expecting it to be all
over the place. But essentially the CNOs
that I talked to said, ‘There is a threshold in
operations staffing, and as long as we rec-
ognize where that threshold is and don’t go
below that threshold, then we don’t really
see a tie between performance and opera-
tions staffing,’” Price explained. Instead,
the CNOs believed that better performance
was more closely tied to the material con-
dition of the plant and instilling a question-
ing attitude in plant staff. The biggest op-
erational staffing concerns of the surveyed
executives were keeping the staffing
pipeline well stocked in anticipation of re-
tirements and coming up with ways to im-
prove operations productivity through

greater automation, Price said.
Price and his colleagues then began to

look for evidence of what the CNOs were
telling him—that above a certain level,
greater operations staffing doesn’t equate to
better performance. Plotting out INPO in-
dex scores against operations staffing lev-
els did not reveal any correlations; plants
with a high INPO index had a wide range
of staffing levels. But when he divided them
into one- and two-unit plants, Price saw the
beginnings of an inverse relationship.
“Your INPO index score is actually higher
if you’ve got lower staffing. If you’ve got
higher staffing, you’re not doing as well in
the overall INPO index,” Price said.

“So, you could draw a lot of conclusions
from this. My own conclusion, from what I
see at a lot of plants, is that plants that have
high INPO index scores, it turns out, are
also some of the low-cost plants that
have . . . relatively low operations staffing.
I believe that this actually does show the
correlation. . . . I actually believe that some
of the plants that have the fewest staff are
doing pretty well on their INPO index as
well as on their overall performance.”

But the INPO index is just one indicator
of plant performance. Price said he was un-
able to establish any correlation between
operations staffing levels and, for instance,
unplanned scrams or forced loss rates.

“So, what does that mean? You can try
to explain it away, but I still find that the
plants with the lowest staffing had lower
production costs. It appears that plants can
reduce operations. That’s my conclusion
from this. And that’s also my anecdotal
conclusion from being at lots of plants and
talking to lots of people. There really are
differences in what plants think they can
operate with versus what other plants are
actually operating with,” Price concluded.

“Ultimately, the key is going to be to try
to find out where that critical line is and not
go below that critical line in operations
staffing.”—Patrick Sinco
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Plotting it out: Price’s study revealed a relationship between higher INPO index scores
and lower operations staffing levels.

Price


